
 

   

  

  

  

Read the evidence that the Government doesn’t want 

you to know about.  

 

Watch warning videos from doctors -it’s not a 

vaccine. We are expected to participate in a large 

scale clinical trial for a gene experiment.  No human 

trials have been completed. All animals in the animal 

trials labs died. 

 

It’s not about your health- there is a world financial 

and social credit system agenda behind these controls 

over your liberty. Crimes Against Humanity will 

need to be prosecuted. 

 

Know your rights. Tyranny stops when people resist 

it and stand up for their rights. 

 

Research for yourself: 

www.concernedlawyersnetwork.net 
CLN on the Telegram: https://t.me/concernedlawyersnetwork 

CLN on Facebook: Concerned Lawyers Network 
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